
SAM Device Catalogue



SAM smart home users can access the doorlock and security system through a variety of 
smart methods conveniently and efficiently while assuring the user with a reliable and 
effective security system synced into the home’s smart features.

SAM smart sensors can be conveniently placed anywhere that can be linked to the 
home’s lighting and security system to help provide a reliable secured environment while 
ensuring energy efficient living conditions. 

SAM smart home users can easily monitor and view the status of their home or office and 
access its smart features realtime while being mobile. Further, the system is also voice 
command ready via Alexa or Google Assistant.

SAM smart health and safety sensors can be conveniently placed anywhere that can be 
linked to the home’s smart system to help provide a safe and reliable secured 
environment while by providing realtime monitoring with notifications . 

SAM SMART HOME
SAM can provide users a variety of smart methods conveniently to control their indoor 
lights while enabling them to customize different lighting scenarios to help enhance their 
living conditions from brightness preferences and lighting schedules anytime of the day.



SAM can provide a variety of smart methods conveniently and efficiently while 
ensuring a reliable and effective security system synced into the office’s smart 
features.  Further, realtime monitoring with notifications can be conveniently 
accessed via mobile which is available on iOS or Android.  

SAM can also improve office energy consumption efficiency by syncing all SAM 
devices from it’s lighting devices, aircon controls and security and safety sensors/ 
devices.  Because of this, the office will be able to schedule and react to realtime 
conditions towards achieving energy efficiency usage while having realtime 
mobile access, monitoring and notifications.



SAM Light Switches



SAM Dimmer Switch

- Dims dimmable LED lights manually and via the SAM mobile app 

- Dimming features are also available via voice command under Alexa or Google 

Assistant

- Maintains last brightness intensity when turning on the switch



SAM Smart Outlet with USB



SAM 2 Gang Curtain Switch

-The device can control 2 curtains or roller blinds.

-Enables the user to remotely operate the curtains or blinds via the SAM 
mobile app while having a manual access as well


-Available via iOS and Android

-Available via Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa for voice assisted 
access.



SAM Curtain Motor

-This connects to the motorized curtain track

-Enables the user to remotely operate the curtains via the SAM mobile app.


-Available via iOS and Android

-Available via Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa for voice assisted 

access.



SAM Smart Sensors

- All sensors:

- links to all smart devices and sends mobile notifications once triggered

- provides logs of triggered events for historical references

- can reliably run independently even without internet once set, programed and 

assigned schedules for automation.



SAM Alarm (Siren)

Unit size: Φ75*35.3mm, fireproofing PC

AC 220V and has built-in Li battery for backup that can work up to 4 hours 
without 220V power input

ZigBee: IEEE802.15.4  ZigBee3.0  2.4GHz

Wireless Communication distance：≥300M (open area)

Receiving sensitivity：＜-100dBm

Can be plugged conveniently to any socket

Built-in 500mAh Li battery as backup

- All sam sensors / devices can be linked to this alarm (Siren) and  can also reliably run 
independently even without internet connection once all devices are set, programed and 
assigned working schedules and tasks.


- Provides audible deterrent sound and realtime mobile notifications via the SAM App



SAM Smart A/C Control (IR Blaster)



SAM Smart Doorlock



SAM Local Remote (Scene Button)

Features Specs
Controls connected devices at a touch of a button unit size: 60*60*14mm

4 mode / favorite scenes ZigBee: IEEE802.15.4  ZigBee3.0  2.4GHz

Customizable device communication distance：≥300M (open area)

Receiving sensitivity：＜-100dBm

- Local wireless remote

- all sam devices linked to this local remote, can reliably run independently even 

without internet connection once all devices are set, programed and assigned 
schedules for automation.




SAM Hub (Main Central Control)

-The brain of the whole system

-All sam devices links to this hub, once linked, all devices 
can be accessed via the SAM Premier mobile app


-Available via iOS and Android

-Available via Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa for 
voice assisted access.


-Can reliably run independently even without internet once 
all devices are set, programed and assigned schedules for 
automation.






